Part I – Youth League: Anthony, Age 12*

Massillon, Ohio is known for two things: their history and football. Growing up, if you were a boy and didn’t play football, you were considered the outsider. Everyone in the town came out to support the Massillon Tigers on chilly Friday nights at the high school stadium. As a young boy, Anthony Williams was surrounded by football, from his grandfather, to his father and his friends; he was always around the game. At an early age, Anthony ran faster than the other kids and showed exceptional athleticism, so it was obvious to the town and to his family that Anthony would play football. When he reached the age of 6, his parents signed him up in the local youth league with a few of his friends. During the first few years, he played flag football, but when he was 12 years of age, he was able to play tackle for the midgets. Anthony’s father, Michael, was the coach for this level. Michael was Anthony’s biggest supporter and he truly believed Anthony had a gift for football. On the other hand, Anthony’s mother Samantha was anxious about Anthony’s well-being during every game and practice. Samantha supported her husband and son, regardless of her concerns, but she continued to believe that the game was unsafe.

At the level of youth league football, the players were allowed to play the entire game, including contact play like tackling. This was a different game for a lot of the kids because they were not used to making and taking those kinds of hits, and even though they were small, the force with which they hit could still cause injuries. During the practices, Michael pushed Anthony to be the best running back he could possibly be. Running backs, after being handed the ball, were expected to run the ball down the field, sometimes through a mob of other players. Anthony played amazingly well throughout his first season, even gaining himself the nickname Tony “Tonka Truck” Williams for the way he ran down the field through the other players.

During the last game of the season, Michael played Anthony almost the entire time. After Anthony received the ball at the end of the second quarter, he barreled through the defensive line of the opposing team as usual, but this time, was severely hit by one of the linemen. Anthony immediately fell to the ground. The game paused, as Anthony was having difficulty standing up.

“C’mon Ant! GET UP!” screamed Michael, as Anthony climbed to his feet.

Anthony ran to the sideline, shaking his head.

“Are you okay? What happened? Do you feel any pain?” his father asked.

“No, I’m okay. I just have a little headache, but I’ll be okay. I think I’d like to sit out the rest of the game, if that’s okay?” Anthony replied.

---

*The story presented in this case study is a work of fiction; however the situation described is intended to be realistic and reflect current scientific understanding.
Meanwhile, Samantha was alarmed watching from the sideline. She knew it was unlike Anthony to want to sit out the rest of the game.

**Questions**

1. What could be some physical reasons that Anthony wanted to sit out for the rest of the game? Could there be emotional reasons why Anthony would want to sit out for the rest of the game?
2. What do you think could have physically happened to Anthony that is giving him a headache?
3. Is it something the coaches and his parents should be worried about?
Part II – High School: Anthony, Age 17

Years later, Tony “Tonka Truck” Williams was the star of his high school football team. He had had an amazing three seasons with the Tigers and was now a senior, scouted by colleges around the country. He had broken the school records for rushing yards and for touchdowns, and it was apparent that the streak would continue in his final year. Anthony’s high school football coach, Coach Taylor, was Michael’s childhood best friend, as they played together throughout high school. Because of their friendship, Coach Taylor favored Anthony throughout his years in high school, doing his best to make sure Anthony reached his full potential. Because senior year was the most important year to impress scouts and earn a football scholarship to a great school, Coach Taylor, Michael, and Anthony were all working together to highlight his skills and talent.

During a cold Friday night game in the middle of the season, Anthony had been playing great throughout the first half, scoring two touchdowns and rushing over 100 yards. At the beginning of the third quarter, Anthony received the ball and performed his signature move of barreling through the defensive line, but this time he was stopped in his tracks by the largest player on the other team. Anthony was knocked off his feet, and the back of his head hit the ground. He didn’t move for a minute or two. The medical staff rushed onto the field as the players circled around him.

“Anthony, can you hear me? What hurts?” the athletic trainer asked.

“Ugh. My head, it hurts really badly. What happened?”

“You got hit pretty hard. Can you stand up for me?” the trainer asked.

Anthony was helped to his feet and stumbled off the field. While being examined more thoroughly, he complained that he was dizzy and nauseous. Within a few minutes, he began vomiting on the sideline.

“I…can’t really…see too… well. Why are the lights so bright?” Anthony complained.

Based on Anthony’s symptoms, the athletic trainer concluded that he should not return to the game until he was cleared by a doctor. Coach Taylor was visibly anxious, as he knew how important the season was to Anthony, but let him sit out anyway.

A week later, Anthony was cleared by the team doctor but was still not feeling 100%. Regardless, he returned to practice because he knew that there would be scouts coming to the next few games, and he knew his dad was anxious for him to play. Samantha was not fond of the idea and confronted Michael.

“Michael, he’s our son! He clearly isn’t ready to return to the game! What happens if he gets hit again?” Samantha cried.

“Sam, he’s fine. He’s a tough kid. And besides, don’t you want him to get into LSU? This is what we’ve been talking about since he was a little kid,” Michael calmly responded.

Reluctantly, Sam walked away and Michael took that as the okay to let Anthony continue. Although he was still feeling a little lethargic, Anthony shook it off and prepared for the important upcoming games.

Questions

1. What are the signs and symptoms Anthony displayed after the big hit?
2. What conditions are these symptoms indicative of? What are the possible medical implications?
3. What are the dangers of playing through this type of injury?
4. What would you do if you were in Coach Taylor’s position?
Part III – University: Anthony, Age 22

During his high school career, Anthony experienced multiple concussions, none that were extremely serious, but a few that caused him to sit out for a few practices. Nonetheless, his persistence paid off and his talent and skills earned him a full scholarship to his dream school. Anthony had really developed a name for himself, carrying his old nickname Tony “Tonka Truck” Williams. Michael and Samantha attended every game they could and enjoyed watching their son grow and develop into a football star.

Anthony’s time in the university’s football program had improved his performance, but it had also been detrimental to his health. During a big game against their biggest rival in his sophomore year, breaking his school’s records for rushing yards and touchdowns, “Tonka Truck” Williams was hit hard attempting to make another one of his famous big plays in the third quarter, and was knocked to the ground. Unconscious, the medical staff rushed over. After regaining consciousness, Anthony woke up in the locker room with medical staff huddled around him.

“What happened?” Anthony asked faintly.

“You tried to run up the middle but were stopped on their 35 yard line. Can you tell me what you are feeling?” the athletic trainer explained and asked.

“I feel light-headed. And I can’t really see straight. But it’s okay, this has happened before. All I need is rest and I’ll be ready for the next quarter,” Anthony insisted.

The athletic trainer responded, “I’m sorry, but I’m going to have to say no to that. Until you can be cleared by the doctors, I can’t let you back onto the field.”

Upset and discouraged, Anthony reluctantly agreed after realizing that it was for his own good. After a week and a half of examinations by the team doctor, Anthony finally had a clean CAT scan. Even though he was still feeling a little imbalanced and light-headed, he was cleared and returned for practice. Relieved to see that Anthony was back and feeling better, Coach and the team rushed to get him ready for the upcoming game on Saturday.

During his first play in the game, Anthony, visibly shaking his head in the huddle, continued on with the play. When the play began, Anthony barreled through the line and suddenly fell to his side, landing on his shoulder. Lying unconscious on the ground, the team and medical staff frantically ran over to Anthony. The medical staff quickly checked his eyes, finding that his pupils were bilaterally dilated in the presence of a penlight, and were lacking any movement. They called for an ambulance, and he was rushed to the hospital.

At the hospital, Anthony remained in a semi-comatose state for three days while undergoing multiple tests and scans on his brain. His parents had been there since the accident, anxious as they wondered what effect this injury would have on their son’s health.

“Do you see what is happening Michael?! You’ve been pushing football on him his whole life, making him play no matter how he felt, and look at him now! He’s not even conscious. I swear to you, if he doesn’t wake up from this, I can’t even tell you what is going to happen with us,” Samantha cried.

After a week, Anthony woke up. Initially, he had trouble walking and talking, but after working with physical, occupational and speech therapists, he gradually started to regain his motor and speech abilities. His goal was to return to the field and make his professional dreams a reality.

Questions

1. Describe what physically occurred to Anthony during the initial injury and the second injury.
2. Why did he collapse after the second injury, even though he did not get hit in the head?
3. What conditions are these symptoms indicative of? What are the possible medical implications?
4. What are the risks of playing through this diagnosis?
Part IV – The Pros: Anthony, Age 32

Two years after Anthony suffered Second Impact Syndrome on the football field of his university, his dreams of becoming a professional player became a reality; he was picked in the second round of the draft. He played four great seasons, breaking records for rushing yards; Anthony had become a household name.

During the opening game of his fifth season, Anthony was hit hard in the second quarter and collapsed to the ground. Concussions had been a reoccurring injury for Anthony, but the team’s neurological consultant as well as the head physician had always properly cleared him before he could play. This time was no different; he was evaluated and cleared to play after two weeks of rehabilitation and rest.

Anthony’s wife, Tara, had been with Anthony throughout college and his professional career. In the last few months, she had been noticing some unusual behavior and mannerisms on and off the field. Tara finally confronted Anthony.

“Honey, I really think it’s time to think about retiring. You’re so different from when we first started dating. You’re irritable, depressed, you can’t remember our anniversary or where you put your keys, and you’ve become so paranoid! I can’t take seeing you like this. I think it’s time you retire.”

“I think you’re right. But this is my life, I don’t know anything besides me as a football player.”

At the end of the fifth season, Anthony Williams announced a heart wrenching decision that shocked the sports world: Tony “Tonka Truck” Williams was retiring at the top of his game. The team was upset by the loss of such a great player and person, but his team mates and coaches understood it was the best decision for Anthony’s health. Tony left behind a football legacy, but he was determined to move forward with a healthy life with Tara.

Approximately six months after retirement, Tara noticed an increase in Anthony’s aggressive, irritable and depressive behavior. The slightest thing set him off and made him angry. His memory and paranoia also worsened. He gradually withdrew from social and family gatherings as his depression deepened. Anthony, noting the drastic changes, became concerned; he knew something was not right. He tried to think back to see if any particular incident explained why he was feeling this way, but the only incidents of trauma he could remember were his football injuries.

After three years of retirement, feeling withdrawn and angry, Anthony made the decision that would shock and sadden everyone for years to come.

Tara returned home one day to find Anthony dead, a gunshot wound in his chest. Tara, hysterical, called the police. The police followed protocol and removed him from the house, handing Tara a note the detectives found in his pants pocket. Clearly shaken, she read it:

“Tara, my love, I am sorry for leaving you this way. I have not been myself for a while. It breaks my heart to hurt you like this, but I cannot continue living with these feelings, forgetting everything, being angry constantly, and not being myself. I hope you will forgive me. I love you. Please make sure my brain is studied. Make sure they figure out what is causing my pain, and so many other players’ pain.”

Tara did as she was instructed and had his brain studied.

When medical examiners looked at Anthony’s brain, they noticed an unusual amount of tau protein build up, and there was damage to his cerebrum, basal ganglia, cerebellum, and brain stem. Also, they noticed that there was a decrease in the overall mass of the brain.

Questions

1. What do you think is the root of Anthony’s deterioration?
2. What is his final diagnosis? How did you come to this conclusion?
3. Could anything have been done to prevent Anthony’s suicide or overall diagnosis?